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WE ARE ATOS, THE SMART ELECTROHYDRAULICS

Today we celebrate a major route change to strengthen our unique brand with a new strategic positioning:

THE SMART ELECTROHYDRAULICS is our vision that sums up the four values leading our actions: 
responsibility, excellence, innovation and passion.

For Atos, being SMART means courage and determination to define new standards of excellence, especially 
in this difficult period where the pandemic has upset the market rules. A new approach in which each process 
is analysed and optimized: from design to production, from delivery to after-sales service.

THE SMART ELECTROHYDRAULICS is our response to market demands, based on 4 fundamental pillars:



New Website

THE SMART ELECTROHYDRAULICS is supported by the new ATOS WEBSITE with additional contents 
and corporate information, a smart product catalog and a captivating look.

The most important innovation will be available in the next weeks: the new ON-LINE CONFIGURATOR 
where users can configurate Atos components in an easy and intuitive way. 

Among the many other website innovations introduced: a new MEDIA section with downloadable 
communication materials, a renovated WHERE WE ARE section to easy find our branches and distributors, 
and the new MYATOS section, with tailor made contents for customers, that will be activated later on the 
next weeks.

Discover new website at www.atos.com

New Company Profile

We are pleased to introduce you another important pillar of the new 
corporate identity: the new TCP, Atos’ company profile with mission, 
values, organization, product range overview and any helpful information 
about who we are and what we do.

The new TCP is now downloadable from website, together with many 
other communication materials.

 

Download TCP here or request your copies at marketing@atos.com

Atos S.p.A. • 21018 Sesto Calende • Italy • Via alla Piana, 57 • Tel: +39 0331 922078 • info@atos.com

To unsubscribe, please mail back clicking here

SIL/PL certified proportionals

The axis controller Z-BM-KZ in DIN rail format is now available!! It 
is designed to drive direct and pilot operated directional proportionals 
with on board driver, performing axis position control plus optional 
alternated pressure/force control. 
It replaces the obsolete Z-ME-KZ eurocard version, no more available. 
See technical table GS340.

The axis controllers Z-BM-TEZ & LEZ are designed to drive direct and 
pilot operated directional proportionals without on board driver, since 
they integrate also the driver functionality. They will be available in 
Q1/2018, according to Atos digital proportional roadmap.

Z-BM-KZ axis controller
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New Digital drivers & axis controller in DIN rail format
DIN rail format drivers & axis controller are the digital solution for all industrial and mobile 
applications requiring the remote control of proportional valves, due to harsh environments 
with high temperature or vibrations. 

E-BM-TES & E-BM-LES closed loop drivers are the off board solution for directional and 
flow proportionals.

Z-BM-KZ axis controller with driver functionality is the off board solution for:
• directional proportionals with alternated pressure/force control
• axis position closed loop control with or without alternated pressure/force control

They are derived from digital on board models TES / TEZ and have their same command 
signals, options and fieldbus.

For additional information on these versions under development, see products preview MS363 

These DIN rail drivers and controllers will gradually substitute actual Eurocard versions, 
according to Atos digital proportionals roadmap

New Industrial Ethernet for Atos digital proportionals
PROFINET IRT protocol is under development. It will be available Q4 - 2017 for the whole 
range of Atos closed loop proportionals valves, pumps and axis controllers, extending their 
potential applications to systems powered by SIEMENS controllers. 

EtherNet/IP protocol is fully available for above mentioned valves and pumps,  
permitting their full compatibilty and integration in digital networks powered by  
Rockwell / Allen-Bradley controllers.

New High pressure functional covers & high flow cartridges  
New ISO functional covers series 50 - Pmax 420 bar are going to be introduced in the 
whole range of pressure, directional and check controls.
Covers equipped with pilot solenoid valves will available with options:

• EP for 420 bar, mounting high pressure pilots DHEP or DKEP
• I or E for 350 bar, mounting standard pressure pilots

New  ISO cartridges series 40 - High Flow & Pmax 420 bar
Available from size 16 to 100 with poppet type 32, 33, 42, and 43 for directional controls 
They have p/flow performances improved about 40% respect to the actual ones, thus 
aligned with top products of main competitors.
Pmax 420 bar makes them suitable to be paired with the new functional covers series 50.

Current SC LI cartridges series 30 - Pmax 420 bar for poppet type 31, 34, 35, 36, 37
P/Q performances are unchanged respect to current series, but increased Pmax make 
them now suitable to be paired with the new pressure control covers series 50.

Price list and availability: on request
Technical documentation: see tech. tables H010, H020, H030, H040, H050, EY120 

 

High Flow cartridges  
series 40

E-BM-TES digital driver

PROFINET is available for the whole range of Atos closed loop proportional 
valves, pumps and axis controllers, extending their potential applications to 
systems powered by SIEMENS controllers.

The product range is now available with RT protocol, while IRT protocol will 
available from the end of Q1/2018.

See fieldbus technical table GS510 for further information.
PROFINET valves are included in 2018 Price List.

Industrial Ethernet for digital proportionals

The special 2017 promotional campaign for PVPC pumps achieved 
a great success. Indeed, their high technical level is further 
confirmed by the comparative analysis we performed, in order to 
better highlight our range strengths: PVPC presentation shows Atos 
pumps range performance comparison and interchangeability with 
main competitors.

The range of PVPC pumps with mechanical controls has been 
enriched by new intermediate displacement sizes 35 and 53 
cc/rev with max operating pressure 250/315 bar. Price List and 
availability on request.
See technical table A160 for further information.

Moreover size 140 cc/rev is in development phase and samplings 
are expected in Q3/2018.

PVPC with digital P/Q control

PVPC axial piston pumps news

Atos has activated a project to certify its full range of valves and 
cylinders according to the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping, with 
the target to complete the certification process within half 2018.
The certificate will allow to use Atos products in Russian maritime 
sector.

Atos will be also included in the official website of approved suppliers, 
thus granting visibility to all OEMs and system makers operating in 
this sector.

Russian Maritime Register certification

Atos moves world’s largest glass doors

Safety proportional valves certified by

Infotecn.50
January 2018

Atos is the unique worldwide manufacturer offering digital proportionals for 
functional safety, certified by a notified body! Full range of direct and pilot 
operated directional valves is certified in compliance to ISO 13849 up to 
category 4, PL e and IEC 61508 up to SIL 2/SIL 3.

Proportional directional valves with option /U have separate power 
supply for electronics and coils. The safe condition is ensured by simply 
cutting the electrical supply to the coils, while electronics remain active for 
monitoring functions. 

The technical table FY100 groups all safety information related to 
proportional range covered by the certification.

Valves with /U option are available and included in 2018 Price 
List, contact us for sampling!

During 2018 the safety proportional range will be further enlarged, with the 
introduction of the option /K that performs safety function through 
on/off signals. Upon a valve disable command, the driver internal circuit 
checks the spool position, providing an acknowledgement signal to the 
machine control unit only when the valve is in safe conditions. Double 
solenoids valves are equipped with two independent enable circuits, thus 
permitting to safely disable a single regulation side, while the opposite 
regulation side remains enabled.

Valves with option /K will available in Q2/2018, according to Atos digital 
proportional roadmap.

Digital axis controller in DIN rail format
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